[Relationship between the adult attachment styles of social anxiety disorder (SAD) and its cognitive mode and behavior mode].
The adult interpersonal relationship is related to individual's early attachment experience. Insecure attachment relationship may lead to dysfunction of interpersonal relationship. This study was carried out to disclose the relationship of SAD-based adult attachment styles with cognitive mode and personality traits. A comparison was made between the SAD group and normal control (NC) group by using the psychohygiene measures: Adult attachment scale (AAS), Social avoidance and distress scale (SADS), Fear of negative evaluation scale (FNE), Texas social behaviour inventory (TSBI), and Status trait anxiety inventory (STAI). Statistically, T test, ANOVA, and Scheffe multiple comparison were used. Chi-square test revealed a significant adult attachment-style difference between SAD group and NC group; T test revealed significant FNE, SADS, TSBI and STAI differences between SAD group and NC group. One-way ANOVA revealed significant difference of FNE, SADS, TSBI and STA on the adult attachment styles within SAD group. The internal working models of fearful and preoccupied styles in adult attachment are the pathopsychological basis of SAD.